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With tongue planted firmly in cheek, noted novelist
and poker raconteur John Vorhaus pulls off the
devastatingly rare "self-spoof," going to town on his
and Annie Duke's bestselling book, DECIDE TO
PLAY GREAT POKER. Study the ways of the
drunken master (an Ascended Stairmaster).
Correlate drinking frequencies to bluffing
frequencies. Learn not to drink with Finns. Also
contains the complete rules of Hold'em War and
important breakthroughs in strip poker. The good
news about drinking and playing poker is if you're a
really, really, really, really bad player to begin with,
drinking won't materially hurt your game. Same with
this book: If you have no game to begin with, this
won't make it worse.
" ?Masterclass: Write Great Comedy will reveal to
both beginners and experienced writers the
distinctive features that mark out comedy from other
forms of creative writing. Having identified these, it
will help you then to unlock your inner anarchist, and
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explore the different elements of comedy, using a
combination of practical exercises, insight and
creative inspiration. Whatever your preferred comic
genre, you will find guidance on everything from
wordplay and visual humour to plots, comedy
characters and different styles. A section on
performance will help you to hone stand-up skills,
while chapters on stage and screen will give
techniques and tips on how to craft a sitcom or
create a sketch show. Finally, there is a uniquely
frank but useful section on the realities of the
markets, and the actualities of going it alone with selfpublishing and self-promotion - or the tools you need
to successfully pitch an idea or comic manuscript.? "
Kate McKinnon shot to fame for her outrageous
humor, spot-on impressions, and politically relevant
satire. As the first openly gay female member of
Saturday Night Live, McKinnon has become an icon
of LGBT+ comedians on television and the big
screen. McKinnon's childhood sparked her love of
making people laugh, which led to her performance
in several sketch shows, movies, and her biggest
role yet on Saturday Night Live. Readers will be
captivated as they learn about the many voices of
Kate McKinnon as she makes comedy history, one
laugh at a time.
A guy walks into a bar... With this guide, aspiring
comics will learn to navigate the complex world of
comedy writing. Discover how to tap into your natural
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sense of humor through real-life examples and
hands-on skill-building exercises. Learn the best
ways to come up with ideas and write comedy that
gets laughs--every time! Mike Bent, an accomplished
stand-up comedian and teacher, provides the inside
scoop on techniques to jump-start your comedy
writing career, including how to: Develop comic
characters for sketches and scenes Create and
polish a standup routine Write for TV and movies
Use the web to advance your comedy career
Everyone loves a comedian. But breaking into this
tough field is no laughing matter. After sharpening
your comedy-writing skills with this practical (and
funny!) guide, you'll feel comfortable adding humor to
everyday situations and may even take a chance on
your dream job in show business!
????????????????,????????????,?????????,???????
???.???????????????????.
Three-time Emmy Award-winner Gene Perret's
""Comedy Writing Step by Step"" has been the
manual for humor writers for 25 years. In this new
book, his first update, Perret offers readers a
treasure trove of guidelines and suggestions
covering a broad range of comedy writing situations,
along with many all-important insights into the selling
of one's work. Perret covers all aspects of comedy
writing in his uniquely knowledgeable and anecdotal
fashion.
The hip and hilarious author of What the Dogs Have
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Taught Me returns with a comic approach to selfhelp and happiness, heroically undertaking the task
of acting out the best how to be happy suggestions
from the repository of wisdom on the subject, The
365 Days to a Happier Life desk calendar.
Writers Rehab is designed to be a comprehensive
self-help book in the form of a 12-step program for
writers dealing with emotional or psychological
roadblocks with their writing. For writers of all genres
who've lost their way, are floundering, questioning
their talent, filled with self-doubt, suffering from
addiction, envy, depression, procrastination, and
other challenges, this book is designed to help them
nurse themselves back to creative mental health. •
Writers can use the book as a source to deal with
the numerous scenarios they encounter: being stifled
creatively, running into mental walls, losing
confidence, and experiencing writer's block to the
point of depression and creative collapse. • Author is
a veteran script consultant who has worked with
more than 2,000 writers. In his role as writing coach
he also acted as therapist, shoulder-to-cry-on and
hand-holder to many of his clients, listening to their
problems and helping them confront what was
preventing them from writing. • Author is himself a
writer with first-hand experience at overcoming
writer's block, disappointment, depression,
frustration, and disillusion, on the path to a
successful writing career. • Author continues to
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make use of social media with a continually growing
database of people who have read his books and
articles, former students, clients, and new writers
seeking his advice. • Writers Rehab is the next best
thing to being part of a writers support group or
going into therapy.
In this chronicle of one person's poignant and
harrowing road to fulfillment, Mike celebrates his
chosen life in the comedy business with personal
tales of romantic calamities, celebrity run-ins,
professional misfortunes, and triumphs. He
reinforces the notion that you can accomplish
(almost) anything you want if you're willing to get
your ass kicked along the way. It's a Funny Thing
solidifies Michael Rowe's reputation as not just an all
around nice guy, but also a skilled observer in self,
the human condition, and dogged perseverance.
MICHAEL ROWE, a former comedian now comedy
writer/producer, has been nominated for six Emmys
for his work on Futurama and Family Guy, earning
one along the way. Mike's also been nominated for
two Annie Awards, earning two; a Writers Guild
Award, and a Gemini Award. He has earned a
Webby Award for his original animated series The
Paranormal Action Squad. His writing has also
appeared in Vanity Fair magazine. He lives in Los
Angeles with his wife, twin sons and a silly dog
named Marty Allen. "If you've ever had any interest
in comedians, like what went wrong in our lives to
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make us so deeply disturbed, you will devour Mike
Rowe's insightful, personal, and yes, very funny
book. Such a great read for smart people-and
morons will like it, too." - Larry David "During long,
grueling nights working way too late in the writers'
room, when everyone had grown snarly and surly
and silent, Mike would continue to pepper us with
hilarious jokes. He was that cruel. And now he's
written a book that's not only funny, but also sweet
and sensitive. What is it with this guy?" - Matt
Groening "Why would I want to read Mike's book that
highlights the struggles of coming up the ranks in the
New York comedy club scene? I was there with him!
I could write that book myself!! Then I read it and
realized...I can't write like this! Son of a bitch." -Ray
Romano
Invest in yourself by getting this valuable and
inexpensive book today. Read it on your PC, Mac,
smart-phone, tablet, or Kindle device. Here’s a
simple essay that will teach you how to make great
memes. In this essay you will learn: How to
potentially make your meme go viral How to get
funnier How to make memes for free Download your
copy today. *AMAZON REWARDS REVIEWERS
Did you know Amazon.com rewards people for
reviewing products they purchase? There have been
stories about Amazon randomly giving gift cards to
people just because they were kind enough to leave
an honest review. That’s free money! So with that
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being said, would you mind leaving this book a
review on Amazon? Thank you so much. *BONUS If
you make it to the end of this book you will be able to
get a special sneak peak at Malik Jordan’s next
book that will be sure to add value to your life.
Download your copy today! *TAKE ACTION If this is
something you are interested in because you think it
will help you out then you should buy How To Make
Memes: How To Make Great Memes in 2,000 Words
or Less, today, risk-free. If you’re not satisfied within
the first 7 days, then you can get your money back
guaranteed, no questions asked. Begin your journey
on discovering new possibilities with How To Make
Memes: How To Make Great Memes in 2,000 Words
or Less, today. Act fast because the price will not be
this low forever! Download your copy today. Tags:
memes, meme, comedy, humor, essay, how to
Just as a distinctive literary voice or style is marked
by the ease with which it can be parodied, so too can
specific aspects of humor be unique. Playwrights,
television writers, novelists, cartoonists, and film
scriptwriters use many special technical devices to
create humor. Just as dramatic writers and novelists
use specific devices to craft their work, creators of
humorous materials—from the ancient Greeks to
today’s stand-up comics—have continued to use
certain techniques in order to generate humor. In
The Art of Comedy Writing, Arthur Asa Berger
argues that there are a relatively limited number of
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techniques—forty-five in all—that humorists employ.
Elaborating upon his prior, in-depth study of humor,
An Anatomy of Humor, in which Berger provides a
content analysis of humor in all forms—joke books,
plays, comic books, novels, short stories, comic
verse, and essays—The Art of Comedy Writing goes
further. Berger groups each technique into four basic
categories: humor involving identity such as
burlesque, caricature, mimicry, and stereotype;
humor involving logic such as analogy, comparison,
and reversal; humor involving language such as
puns, wordplay, sarcasm, and satire; and finally,
chase, slapstick, and speed, or humor involving
action. Berger claims that if you want to know how
writers or comedians create humor study and
analysis of their humorous works can be immensely
insightful. This book is a unique analytical offering for
those interested in humor. It provides writers and
critics with a sizable repertoire of techniques for use
in their own future comic creations. As such, this
book will be of interest to people inspired by humor
and the creative process—professionals in the
comedy field and students of creative writing,
comedy, literary humor, communications,
broadcast/media, and the humanities.
This book focuses on the “dark side” of stand-up
comedy, initially inspired by speculations surrounding the
death of comedian Robin Williams. Contributors, those
who study humor as well as those who perform comedy,
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join together
to contemplate
the paradoxical
between tragedy and comedy and expose overgeneralizations about comic performers’ troubled
childhoods, addictions, and mental illnesses. The book is
divided into two sections. First, scholars from a variety of
disciplines explore comedians’ onstage performances,
their offstage lives, and the relationship between the two.
The second half of the book focuses on amateur and
lesser-known professional comedians who reveal the
struggles they face as they attempt to hone successful
comedy acts and likable comic personae. The goal of
this collection is to move beyond the hackneyed
stereotype of the sad clown in order to reveal how standup comedy can transform both personal and collective
tragedies by providing catharsis through humor.
This book helps you to write and deliver jokes to attract
more money, honey and health into your life. What
makes this book unique is that it has 123 joke templates.
The templates allow even someone who considers
themselves as not funny the ability to easily write and
present original funny jokes. This book is much more
than simply writing and delivering jokes. When one has
the ability to create and present original humor they have
the power to create a better world for themselves.
Having the gift of humor gives you more: 1. Health 2.
Wealth 3. Love It is proven than laughter and humor
improves your health, that funny people are more liked
and respected. People who are more liked and
respected have an easier path to more financial success.
First published in 1967, this title considers the idea of the
‘well-made play’ in the context of how and why it has
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been devalued
and And
how far,
in allowing
it to be devalued,
we have lost sight of certain important elements of the
theatre. The focus of the book is largely on the
development of British theatre and those who have been
instrumental to it. This is an indispensable introduction
for any student with an interest in the history and
development of the British theatre.
“A useful, short, affordable book that teaches you how to
earn money with memes has finally been written!” -Malik
Jordan My name is Malik McCotter-Jordan, but you can
call me Malik Jordan. I am the author of this book. How
To Earn Your First $100 Making Memes In 3 Simple
Steps is quite frankly nothing but a short book showing
aspiring professional funny meme creators how to make
money on fiverr.com. Most authors overpromise and
under deliver when they write their book introduction.
That is not what I am about to do. In this introduction I
will tell you how to earn your first $100 making memes in
3 simple steps. My advice will be practical and straight to
the point. Let’s Be Honest Book introductions are
basically a form of marketing to get people to buy the
book. In this book introduction I am going to be very
transparent with you. I’ll be so transparent with you that
you may lose interest in this book and choose not to buy
it and that is fine with me. Did I write this introduction to
market it to you and to get book sales? The answer is
yes, but I do not want just anyone to buy this book. I
want this book to be bought by people who are serious
about earning money with memes. Why I Wrote This
Book’s Introduction I wrote this book’s introduction to
get sales and weed out the people who would be wasting
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their time
they bought
book. I am
not like all of the
other writers out there. I am not desperate for your
money. This book is not for everybody and I knew this
before I even began writing it. This is not the book for
you if you do not already know how to make memes.
This book is for people who already have experience in
making memes. This book is for people who would like to
know how to go about earning money with their already
established meme creating abilities. This book does not
teach you how to make a meme. This book doesn’t take
more than a week to read and it isn’t expensive at all.
This Book Is Cheap! For just the low price of $2.99 you
can learn how to earn your first $100 making memes.
According to CollegeBoard.com, the national average for
college textbooks is $1,137 per year. You purchasing
this book will be an inexpensive investment in your future
and if you practice the 3 SIMPLE steps in this book it will
pay for itself. 3 Reasons Why This Book Is So Cheap
The first reason why this book is so cheap is because
most people who would be interested in a book like this
are millennials. Millenials are the poorest generation so
far. That’s why I made this book $2.99 and not $14.99
when I self-published it. The second reason this book is
so cheap is because it is SUPER short. Usually when
you hear advice that is straight to the point it is short.
The truth is usually short, straight to the point, and
simple, just like this book. The third reason why this book
is so cheap is because it didn’t take a lot of money to
write and self-publish this book in the first place. I don’t
owe a book publishing company money so I’m not about
to charge you over $10 for a book like this. What You
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Are Being
I’m not
you the
perfect book
because the perfect book doesn’t exist, no matter how
much work I put into it or hire someone else to put into it.
I’m selling you a book with practical, easy to understand
steps on how to earn your first $100 making memes.
QUICK DISCLAIMER Before I get into the 3 steps that
will be taught to you, I want to let you know a few things.
This is not a scam. No, the steps will not be easy, but
they are not hard either. The 3 steps are SIMPLE. If you
aren’t satisfied you can get your money back. Usually,
when people do research on how to create an extra
stream of income, they come across things like affiliate
marketing and making YouTube videos. This book is
most likely the first book to ever teach people how to turn
their passion for memes into an additional stream of
income. The 3 Simple Steps You will get to learn from
the mistakes I made along the way to earning my first
$100 making memes. These 3 simple steps will give you
the knowledge you need to earn your first $100 making
memes. Step one will be content marketing your original
memes. You will be informed about the importance of
creating content regularly for Instagram.com and why
you should content market on Instagram.com. Step two
will be setting up your meme making business online.
You will be told to set up shop on fiverr.com first and why
you should start on fiverr.com. Step three will be getting
paid. This is pretty self-explanatory. Don’t expect this
step to be very long. I’m very sure this step will be your
favorite. Am I right? Don’t Cheat The System The most
challenging steps are steps one and two. Step three is
the part I am sure you will like the most. Unfortunately, if
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start step three so do not try to cheat this system. You
will only be wasting your own time. Can I Earn More
Than $100 Making Memes? I know what you’re
probably thinking and the answer is yes. You can earn
more than $100 making memes. I have done it before.
There is no limit to how much money you can earn
making memes. What this book focuses on the most is
teaching you and everyone else who buys this book how
to earn their FIRST $100 dollars making memes. As long
as you have a talent for making memes and self-efficacy
you will be able to earn your first $100 making memes.
Elephant In The Room Now let’s address the elephant
in the room. You most likely doubt I earned $100 making
memes and that is okay. It is perfectly normal to be
skeptical. If I were you I would be suspicious too. I have
proof that I earned $100 making memes. Just visit the
following web address https://tinyurl.com/y972bmoo. The
elephant in the room has finally been addressed and
now it is time for you to take action. QUICK SUMMARY
STEP ONE - BUILD CREDIBILITY THROUGH
CONTENT MARKETING. STEP TWO - EARN YOUR
FIRST $100 BY STARTING A BUSINESS. STEP
THREE - COLLECT YOUR REVENUE AND GET PAID.
ACT NOW! Do you or do you not want to know how to
earn your first $100 making memes? Are you already
experienced in creating funny memes regularly for free
and would like to know how to earn money doing it? If
you answered yes to these 2 questions above then do
yourself a huge favor and buy this inexpensive book.
This book can be yours today for just $2.99. You can’t
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find a brand
new college
textbook being
sold for $2.99,
but you can own this one for $2.99 right now. If you want
3 practical pieces of advice that will help you create an
extra stream of income making memes, this is the book
you need to be buying right now. Most authors would
charge 2 to 3 times more than $2.99. This book is
practically a steal. Act now! Buy How To Earn Your First
$100 Making Memes In 3 Simple Steps for $2.99 today.
All eyes will be on Stephen Colbert as he takes over
David Letterman’s late night talk show. Colbert rose to
fame in the outrageous Strangers with Candy and as a
fake newsman on The Daily Show and The Colbert
Report. But the funnyman has endured his share of
tragedy. His father and two brothers were killed in an
airplane crash when Colbert was young. A smart but
aimless kid, Colbert was bullied in school and didn’t see
the point of studying. Eventually, he found drama and
improv comedy. Learn about the life of this fascinating
comedian whose depths America has yet to mine.
"Can you tell me how to get to Carnegie Hall?" "Practice,
practice, practice." That's more than a joke; it's solid
advice. Consider world-class performers in any field -golf, figure skating, music, whatever. One thing you can
safely say about each is that they achieved their level of
skill through practice. To excel in any endeavor, you
must work on and perfect your technique. Comedy
writing is no exception. In this book, Emmy-winning TV
writer and producer Gene Perret and professional writer
Linda Perret have compiled a collection of over 100
comedy writing workouts that will challenge your joke
writing skills and develop your sketch and sitcom writing
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abilities.
This
book suggests
that talent
is earned through
observation, study, analysis, and repetition. The authors
also encourage you to analyze your writing, discover
where improvement is required, and create your own skillcreating exercises. The work can be demanding, but
that's what it takes to become a success in any field,
including comedy writing. If you study "Comedy Writing
Self-Taught Workbook" -- with or without the companion
volume, "Comedy Writing Self-Taught" -- when your
break comes, you'll be ready.
Learn how to write comedy that makes people laugh.
Masterclass: Writing Comedy will reveal to both beginners
and experienced writers the distinctive features that mark out
comedy from other forms of creative writing. Having identified
these, it will help you then to unlock your inner anarchist, and
explore the different elements of comedy, using a
combination of practical exercises, insight and creative
inspiration. Whatever your preferred comic genre, you will find
guidance on everything from wordplay and visual humour to
plots, comedy characters and different styles. A section on
performance will help you to hone stand-up skills, while
chapters on stage and screen will give techniques and tips on
how to craft a sitcom or create a sketch show. Finally, there is
a uniquely frank but useful section on the realities of the
markets, and the actualities of going it alone with selfpublishing and self-promotion - or the tools you need to
successfully pitch an idea or comic manuscript. ABOUT THE
SERIES The Teach Yourself Creative Writing series helps
aspiring authors tell their stories. Covering a range of genres
from science fiction and romantic novels to illustrated
children's books and comedy, this series is packed with
advice, exercises, and tips for unlocking creativity and
improving your writing. And because we know how daunting
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the blank
can be,
we Situation
set up the Just
Write online

community, at tyjustwrite.com, for budding authors and
successful writers to connect and share.
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This is a short book that is designed for people who are
complete newbies when it comes to selling in the 21st
Century. My name is Malik McCotter-Jordan. I am an
American soldier and the author of this book. I have been
selling products and services since 2012. Over the years I
have acquired a massive amount of knowledge about sales
and I condensed everything I know about selling into this
book. I went through trial and error to learn what I know now.
So when you read this book you will be able to avoid all of the
mistakes I have made in the past. I am confident that this is a
very valuable book about sales because not only does it
teach you about selling but it also teaches you how to not
come off as pushy, annoying, or downright sleazy while
you’re selling things to people. That is something I know a lot
of people would like to learn how to do. I understand that you
are a busy person and that due to today’s economy and job
market no one really has the time nor the attention span to be
reading 200+ page books about sales. I know that you want
to learn this skill without wasting time reading a bunch of
information that you really don’t need so I decided to take
initiative and make this book as short as I could without
compromising it’s value and practicality. I am NOT a sales
GURU. Or any type of person that is trying to sell you a
dream. I’m just a guy that learned a skill and I want to share
what I know about this skill with you. That’s all. If you’re
skeptical then I don’t blame you. I would be too. There’s a
lot of scammers on the internet and they have made it
extremely hard for you to trust people online. So with that
being said, I’m going to make you an offer that will be difficult
for you to refuse. If you believe this will add value to yourself
and your future then purchase this book today and if you are
not satisfied with this book within the first 30 days then you
can get a refund no questions asked. There is no risk
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spend on a cup of
coffee from Starbucks you can own this book. Unlike an
overpriced cup of coffee from Starbucks this book will teach
you the basics of selling. Learning how to sell will give you the
ability to buy as many cups of coffee as you want. Start
learning the sales techniques that work in the 21st century
today. If you want to know how to learn how to sell without
being too salesy then this book will help you out with that.
CALL TO ACTION If this is something you are interested in
because you think it will help you out then you should buy
Learn Sales: The Beginner’s Guide For Selling in the 21st
Century, today, risk-free. If you’re not satisfied with this book
within the first 30 days, then you can get your money back
guaranteed, no questions asked. Begin your journey on
discovering new possibilities with Learn Sales: The
Beginner’s Guide For Selling in the 21st Century, today. Act
fast because the price of this book will not be this low forever!
Book 1 of the Making Fiction writing self help instruction
series! Comedy writing secrets, tips and tricks for beginning
writers and best selling authors! If you've struggled as a writer
to create humorous scenes, struggle no more! In this easy-tofollow guide, you'll learn how story humor actually works and
obtain the writing tools you need to create it yourself.
Storytelling techniques and examples from popular films like
Tommy Boy, The Princess Bride, Office Space, Airplane! and
more, show you how to get both smiles and laughs, from
comic characters and situations to satire and sarcasm. You'll
learn how to formulate the funny, to craft more fun stories,
more endearing characters, and more marketable writing for
potential editors and agents. Discover writing strategies for
charming and entertaining your readers enough to make
them fall in love with your stories and keep coming back for
more!
No one is born a comedy writer. No matter how much innate
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talent you
you need
learn, develop,
and hone
comedy writing techniques to make it as a professional
comedy writer. Fortunately, the best teachers are as close as
your TV set. By studying the great comedians of the past and
present, in current shows, reruns, and DVD collections, you
can give yourself a Ph.D. training in comedy writing. In
Comedy Writing Self-Taught, Gene Perret, a three-time
Emmy Award winner and former head writer for Bob Hope
and Phyllis Diller, teaches you how to teach yourself the
essential principles of writing stand-up comedy, sketch
comedy, and sitcom scripts-all by observing, analyzing, and
recreating the work of master comedians and comedy writers.
Entirely designed for self-study at home, Comedy Writing SelfTaught shows you how to select the right "comedy mentor"
for your personal style of comedy, how to analyze your
mentor's techniques, and how to use your mentor's principles
in your own original comedy writing. Numerous drills and
exercises help you develop your comedy writing creativity,
and there are even more exercises and writing workouts in
the companion volume Comedy Writing Self-Taught
Workbook. You'll do the work-and it will require work-but in
return you'll get a master class in professional comedy
writing, and you'll have fun doing it. Book jacket.
More than 700 uncredited scriptwriters who created the
memorable characters and thrilling stories of radio's Golden
Age receive due recognition in this encyclopedia. For some,
radio was a stepping stone on the way to greater
achievements in film or television, on the stage or in literature.
For others, it was the culmination of a life spent writing
newspaper copy. Established authors dabbled in radio as a
new medium, while working writers saw it as another
opportunity to earn a paycheck. When these men and women
came to broadcasting, they crafted a body of work still
appreciated by modern listeners.
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Think you're
funny?And
Writing
successful
comedy isn't just
about having a gift for gags; you need to hone your
talent and polish your humour to earn a living from
making people laugh. If you want to write stand-up
comedy, sketches, sitcoms or even a comic novel or film,
How to be a Comedy Writer tells you all you need to
know and more about the business, the structure of
jokes and the nuts and bolts of a craft that can be learnt.
This new ebook edition has been specially formatted for
today's e-readers.
In the 1990s, comedy was changed forever as a young
funnyman known as Chris Rock caught the eye of
comedy veteran Eddie Murphy. Readers will learn how
Rock rocked his way to fame with stand-up comedy
routines including witty and matter-of-fact discussions of
hot-button subjects such as race relations and politics.
This detailed book covers the many facets of Rock’s
career, including his work as a writer, actor, producer,
and more. Readers will enjoy this overview of Rock’s
life, including a discussion of his stand-up methodology.
For decades writers have competed to enroll in the
legendary Master classes led by Janet Neipris at New
York University Tisch School of the Arts, and across the
globe. Several generations of playwrights, screenwriters,
and television writers have been inspired and educated
by her. Her newest book provides the next best thing to
studying with her around the seminar table. It’s wise,
engaging, focused. The fourteen chapters, organized like
a semester, guide the writer week-by-week and step-bystep to the completion of a first draft and a rewrite. There
are Weekly Exercises and progressive Assignments.
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Chapters
Beginnings,
Creating
Complex
Characters, Dialogue, Escalating Conflicts, Endings,
Checkpoints, Comedy, and Adaptation. For professional
writers, teachers, and students, as well as anyone who
want to complete their first piece. What’s important is
that you will finish. Janet will be guiding you to The End.
An award winning playwright and Professor of Dramatic
Writing at NYU, Janet Neipris has written for Screen and
Television. She has also taught dramatic writers at UCLA
and in China, Australia, Indonesia, South Africa, Italy,
and in the UK at Oxford, CSSD, University of
Birmingham, and the University of East Anglia. Previous
publications include To Be A Playwright (Routledge
2006). Janet Neipris’s plays and letters are in the
Theatre Collection of Harvard University’s Houghton
Library.
In this memoir, rich with humor, a comedy writer guides
us on his personal journey from the impoverished depths
of the Great Depression to the top of his profession.
Despite the ups and downs, the joys and sorrows, he
helped produce laugh lines for performers from the
gagster, Henny Youngman, to sketch writing for the
brilliant comedienne, Carol Burnett. He also wrote for the
Benson and Rhoda television series as well as
numerous weekly variety shows and sitcoms, featuring
such stars as Danny Kaye, Dom DeLuise, Fred Allen,
Herb Shriner, Alan King, Nathan Lane, and countless
others. As a Playwright, he wrote Broadway-produced
plays in collaboration with his long-time partner, the late
Carroll B. Moore, Jr. One such play, Send Me No
Flowers, became a hit movie, starring Rock Hudson and
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Doris Day.
He later And
wroteSituation
the bittersweet
off-Broadway
comedy Standing By, as a tribute to the courage of his
daughter, Emily, in her battle against a serious disease.
The Joy of Laughter also provides an intimate peek into
some of the more hilarious behind-the-scenes
professional and personal shenanigans of the
Broadway/Hollywood/Beverly Hills show business
community.
The most acclaimed comedy series of TV's golden age,
The Dick Van Dyke Show comes to life in this deluxe
enhanced eBook that features hundreds of black and
white and color photos, documents, and other rare
images that are available only in this expanded edition.
This fun-filled and impeccably researched book takes
readers backstage to witness the creation of this TV
classic through the eyes of the show's cast and crew,
including Carl Reiner, Mary Tyler Moore, Rose Marie,
Morey Amsterdam, Larry Mathews, and, of course, Dick
Van Dyke himself. This expanded eBook includes neverbefore-published backstage and rehearsal photos—many
in full color!—as well as the ultimate The Dick Van Dyke
Show episode guide, which features the cast and title
pages of every one of the show's 158 original scripts!
Written by Emmy-winning writer Vince Waldron, this
deluxe edition of The Official Dick Van Dyke Show Book
offers readers the last word on the most influential TV
comedy ever. “It was the very best time of my life and
Vince's book helps me recall every treasured moment.
Thanks, Vince!"—Dick Van Dyke “What an unexpected
pleasure to read a book on a subject about which I
thought I knew everything, only to find out that I didn’t. A
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very serious
contribution
to understanding
what really
were the best years of my theatrical life. I’d say it was a
wonderfully scholarly work--but I won’t, because I don’t
want to scare people away from a book that’s as much
fun to read as this is.”—Carl Reiner, Producer and creator
of The Dick Van Dyke Show "Wonderful. You got all the
facts down in the right order. No embellishments. All the
truth. Somebody finally got the whole story right.”—Rose
Marie “The Official Dick Van Dyke Show Book is the
best reference book on my shelf. It makes it even more
fun to watch the show, if that's possible.”—Morey
Amsterdam “Vince's tribute to our show offers as
accurate a snapshot of the series—and the era that begat
it—as any I've seen.”—Sheldon Leonard, Executive
Producer of The Dick Van Dyke Show “A compelling
narrative. . . . Waldron waltzes through the series’ story
as gracefully as Van Dyke sidestepped his living room
ottoman.” —Entertainment Weekly “Vince Waldron
lovingly and very thoroughly recounts the history of The
Dick Van Dyke Show." —Los Angeles Daily News "The
definitive history...offers a wealth of backstage
anecdotes."—Emmy Magazine "Entertaining and
exhaustively researched...fans of the show will not be
disappointed."—The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel "A terrific
writer and painstaking researcher...it doesn't get any
better than this, folks."—The TV Collector
In this chronicle of one person’s poignant and harrowing
road to fulfillment, Mike celebrates his chosen life in the
comedy business with personal tales of romantic
calamities, celebrity run-ins, professional misfortunes,
and triumphs. He reinforces the notion that you can
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accomplish
(almost)And
anything
you want
if you’re willing
to get your ass kicked along the way. It’s a Funny Thing
solidifies Michael Rowe’s reputation as not just an all
around nice guy, but also a skilled observer in self, the
human condition, and dogged perseverance. MICHAEL
ROWE, a former comedian now comedy writer/producer,
has been nominated for six Emmys for his work on
Futurama and Family Guy, earning one along the way.
Mike’s also been nominated for two Annie Awards,
earning two; a Writers Guild Award, and a Gemini
Award. He has earned a Webby Award for his original
animated series The Paranormal Action Squad. His
writing has also appeared in Vanity Fair magazine. He
lives in Los Angeles with his wife, twin sons and a silly
dog named Marty Allen. “If you’ve ever had any interest
in comedians, like what went wrong in our lives to make
us so deeply disturbed, you will devour Mike Rowe’s
insightful, personal, and yes, very funny book. Such a
great read for smart people—and morons will like it, too.”
— Larry David “During long, grueling nights working way
too late in the writers’ room, when everyone had grown
snarly and surly and silent, Mike would continue to
pepper us with hilarious jokes. He was that cruel. And
now he’s written a book that’s not only funny, but also
sweet and sensitive. What is it with this guy?” — Matt
Groening “Why would I want to read Mike’s book that
highlights the struggles of coming up the ranks in the
New York comedy club scene? I was there with him! I
could write that book myself!!Then I read it and
realized...I can’t write like this! Son of a bitch.” —Ray
Romano “Having witnessed only a part of Mike’s life, I
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can tellUp
youSketch
the whole
thing
is a doozy
of a read. He is as
much a fan of comedy as he is a fixture in it. The best
always are.” — Sarah Silverman “We expected Mike
Rowe to be a dick because he’s a big fancy Hollywood
guy and he doesn’t smoke dope, and we weren’t
wrong. But the book is pretty fu@king funny.” — The
Trailer Park Boys
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